SHEATHING AS OCCURS

1" AIRSPACE

BLDG PAPER

CONT GALV WIRE IN JOINT W/ ANCHOR. LOCATE BEHIND BARBS ON ANCHOR. LAP 16" MIN

TYP METAL STUD @ 16" O.C.

TYPICAL CORRUGATED VENEER ANCHORS IN MORTAR. MAXIMUM SPACING @ 16" O.C. VERT AND 16" O.C. HORIZ

VEENER

SHEET METAL SCREW TO EA STUD TYP

SPOT BED W/ MORTAR AT EA ANCHOR

PLAN

TYPICAL VENEER ANCHORAGE TO METAL STUDS

This detail as shown is intended to illustrate a general concept or method of construction. Details that show different or modified concepts or methods can be of equal validity and should not be excluded from consideration. This detail shall not be used for construction without the approval and signature of a licensed design professional. The person using this detail shall be responsible for its complete design and proper application.

FIGURE 38 CORRUGATED VENEER ANCHORAGE TO METAL STUDS